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Preface

In some learning experiments with human subjects, it is often

observed that informing a subject that a particular response is correct

appears to alter his tendency to make this response as well as other

responses which are in some sense near the reinforced response.

Intuitively, a generalization function is a function which measures the

magnitude of the effect of informing a subject that y is now correct

upon his tendency to make the response x in the future. A formal

definition must be postponed until a description of the learning process

is completed.

In this report, we formulate and study some methods for obtaining

generalization functions from learning data. First we consider mathe

matical questions and conclude that the generalization function defined

with respect to a slight modification of a familiar learning model is

essentially determined by the behavior of the individual subject in one

experiment. Next we show that generalization functions obtained by

application of the methods can be used to predict certain empirical

functions with great accuracy. Finally, we study the empirical generali

zation functions and attempt to describe and account for the relationship

between the function and distribution of reinforcements .
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THE GENERALIZATION FUNCTION IN THE

*PROBABILITY LEARNING EXPERIMENT

by

Michael Victor Levine

Introduction

In a series of experiments, subjects were shown a sequence of points

on the circumference of a circle. After each point was shown, the sub-

ject was asked to predict what point would be shown next.

In the theoretical analyses of this task, the subject's
th

n

Y is the

prediction is treated as a random variable. If j(') is the density

thn point shown by thefor this random variable and if

experimenter, then the density for the n+lst prediction is given by

(l-e)j(') + ek(',y) where e is a constant in the unit interval and

k(',y) is a probability density.

The function k( ',y) will be called the generalization function

about y because the quantity k(x,y) indicates the degree to which

informing a subject that the point y is correct increases his tendency

to respond at x. The function of two variables k(',') will be called

the generalization function.

experimenter after the subject's

reinforcement.

The point presented

prediction is called the

by the

th
n The

th
n

th
n reinforcement

is treated as a random variable which is independent of the preceding

reinforcements and predictions and which has density f(')'

*This research has been supported in part by the Air Force Office of
S,cientific-_ Research under Contract AF 49(638)-1037, Air Force Grant
AFOSR 62-384, National Science Foundation Grants NSF G-14839 and
NSF GB-1462, and Public Health Research Grant No. MH6154 for Computing
from National Institutes of Health. '
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The function f is chosen by the experimenter and so is known

exactly. The generalization function k and the rate of learning

parameter e are assumed to depend upon the subject and the experimental

conditions.

These experiments are similar to probability learning experiments

in "hich the subject chooses one of a finite number of responses to

predict "hich one of a finite number of random events is about to

occur. In the continuous probability learning experiments the responses

and reinforcing events are in the same ordered set. The number of

elements in this set "hich are treated as distinct during data analysis

is limited only by practical considerations in the continuous case.

In the first chapter "e shall attempt to ans~r the question,

"What can "e infer about the generalization function from the behavior

of a single subject in a single experiment?"

In later chapters "e shall apply the methods of the first chapter

to approximate generalization functions and to discover some of their

properties.
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CHAPTER I

METHODS FOR OBTAINING GENERALIZATION FUNCTIONS FROM LEARNING DATA

The Learning Model

We shall formulate a learning model which is a model for certain

aspects of the behavior of the well-practiced subject in the non-

contingent, determinate probability learning experiment only. However,

this model is very similar to the continuous models of Suppes, and the

methods introduced in this paper generalize to both the linear (1959)

and stimulus sampling continuous models (1960).

The essential part of all these continuous models is the linear

recursion for conditional distributions of predictions. The n+lst

conditional prediction distribution is a linear combination of the thn .

distribution and the thy element in a one parameter family of distri-

but ions where y is the thn point of reinforcement.

In the model, we state that the reinforcement density is bounded

and zero except on an interval. The generalization function k is a

bounded function of two variables. For fixed y, which is to be

thought of as a prior reinforcement, k(.,y) is a probability density

which is bounded and zero except on an interval. The average response

density on the thn trial is assumed to be independent of n. The

conditional response density on the n+lst trial is (1-8) times the

point of reinforcement, where 8function about the

conditional density on the

th
n

th
n trial plus 8 times the generalization

is a constant

between zero and one.

- 3 -



ment, the second prediction, the second reinforcement, ... the

In the remaining paragraphs of this section, We only restate these

assumptions in a more formal manner.

We shall present the model for the experiments by defining a

probability space. A point in this space will be a sequence of numbers

which are to be interpreted as the first prediction, the first reinforce

th
n

prediction, the th
n reinforcement., ...

We define the probability space in terms of a sequence of functions

*j2";": .. j n' *j , ... - which are to be interpreted as
n

joint densities. We simultaneously define a sequence of functions -

cl ' c
2

' ... cn"" - which are to be interpreted as conditional response

densities.

These functions are defined in the following list of assumptions

which also includes the restrictions we place on the reinforcement

density and the generalization function. We use x's and yi s with

and without subscripts to denote real numbers and n to denote a

positive integer. The integral of a function, say g, over the whole

line will be written Jg(x) dx.

AO. f:R --; R

k:R X R --; R

e to (0,1]

is a bounded probability density which

is zero except on a bounded subset of R.

is a bounded function such that for each

Y such that f(y) f 0, k(.,y) is a

probabilitJ density which is zero except

on a bounded set.

- 4 -



Al. cl (x) = jl(x) = f k(x,y)f(y) dy.

0, °

otherwise.

A3· *jn(y,Xn, ..• Yl'xl )

It is easy to show that the functions have all those

properties desired of joint densities, namely,

- 5 -



j :R2n- l -> R
n

*j _> 0,0 J' > 0
n n

If <Ix
n

1

f j (x, xl) * Xl}Yn-l' Xn-l' o •• Yl , <Ix jn-l(Yn- l ' Xn_1 J ... Yl ,n

f * xl} .jn(y, X •• 0 Yl ' xl) dy jn(xn' ... Yl ,n

The definition of the probability space is completed with one

technical consideration which is generally of no interest to psychologists.

The reader who is willing to accept the mathematical results without

proof may skip to the next section and still expect to understand the

methods introduced in this chapter and their application in following

chapters.

We now define a probability measure on Roo. Those sets which can

be written in the following form are measureable.

Ai X A2 X ... Ai X .,. An X R X R X ... , where for 1 SiS n, A.
l

is a Borel subset of R.

- 6 -



The probability of this typical set will be

J '" J ...J r g(x, ...
A A. A.CiA n

n l 2 1

where g or

g j(n+l)/2 according to whether

n is even or odd.

The probability measure P will be that unique measure defined on the

Borel field generated by the collection of sets of the given form and

which has the value given by the above integral on the sets in the

generating collection.
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Preliminary Considerations

We will begin our investigation of what can be learned about the

generalization function by experimental methods by informally consider

ing what cannot be learned from an experiment. For this purpose it is

convenient to be explicit about the dependence of the probability

measure P determined by the model upon the generalization function k,

the reinforcement density f and the learning parameter e by intro

ducing the symbol P{k, f, e) for the probability measure determined

by a specific k, f and e. The most we learn from an experiment is

P{k, f, e).

In the discussion which follows, we will suppose that k is the

one generalization function which is appropriate for a particular subject

in a particular experiment. When we speak of the generalization function,

we are referring to k. When we say that k' is a possible generaliza

tion function or, more simply, k' is a generalization function, we

only mean that k' satisfies the restrictions placed on k in AO

on page 5.

Now consider two possible generalization functions, k' and k".

We shall say that these functions are indistinguishable if P{k', f, e)

and P{k", f, e) are equal as functions. Clearly, if k' and k"

are indistinguishable then it is impossible to decide on the basis of

an experiment which of k' or k" is the generalization function.

This term will be dropped at the end of this section.

If k is altered on any set of measure zero to form a generali-

zation function k' , then k and k' are indistinguishable. There-

fore, we can determine k almost everywhere from an experiment, at best.

- 8 -



When we know the indefinite integral of k over the plane, then

by differentiating we may obtain a generalization function which agrees

with k almost everywhere.

Estimating the indefinite integral of the generalization function

is particularly attractive because the indefinite integral is completely

determined by its value on a countable number of sets, as, for example,

the rectangles each corner of which has rational coordinates. Further-

more, it is of interest to know the indefinite integral even on a finite

collection of sets. For example, if we knew the integral over the set

(x -E,X +E) X (y -E, Y +E) for some particular (x y) and someo 0 0 0 0' 0

small positive E, we would know the degree to which a reinforcement

Byx.
o

increased the subject's tendency to respond nearYo

comparing this number with the integral over

near

we would have a (weak) test of the condition which is often assumed,

k(x,y) ; k(y,x) for all x and y.

But it is not possible to determine the indefinite integral of the

generalization function from an experiment.

The techni~ues to be presented both work by deducing the effect of

a reinforcement in a region, say A, upon future responses. Such

techni~ues would be futile if no reinforcements ever occurred in the

region A. And almost surely, if ~f(t) dt ; 0, no reinforcements

occur in the region. Hence if A is a set of real numbers such that

y in A implies f(y); 0, then nothing can be inferred about the

generalization function about y for y in A by these techni~ues.

In fact, nothing can be inferred by any techni~ue because if two

generalization functions k' and k" differ at most on the set

R X (y: f(y); oj then k'and k" are indistinguishable.

- 9 -



Hence, the strongest result we may seek is a techni~ue for deter

mining the indefinite integral of the generalization function over the

subsets of R X [y: f{y) # 0). Achieving this result is e~uivalent to

determining the indefinite integral of the function h given by

h{x,y) = k{x,y)f{y) which will be called the weighted generalization

function. By differentiating and dividing the derivative by f where

f is not zero, we obtain a function k' such that k and k' are

indistinguishable.

Two techni~ues will be presented: one is used to estimate the

indefinite integral of the geners,lization function restricted to the

subsecs of R X [y: f{y) f o} and the other is used to estimate the

indefinite integral of the weighted generalization function.

We shall present these techni~ues after some more preliminary

considerationsc

Routinely, data from different subjects are pooled in order to

approximate the means of random variables which appear in learning

models. However, it seemed unlikely at the time this theory was being

developed that different subjects would have the same generalization

function. In fact, it is now possible to argue from data that different

subjects have different generalization functions: although we have

found the form of the generalization function to be independent of both

the subject and the reinforcement density, there are differences in

detail in the generalization functions of different subjects subjected

to the same experimental conditions which survive changes in the rein

forcement density.

- 10 -



When the theoretical results to be presented in this chapter and

the empirical results of the following chapters are considered, it is

seen that there is neither need nor justification for pooling data from

different subjects. Thus, we take as the datum one sequence of predic~

tions and reinforcements from one sUbject.

Any experiment consists of a finite number of trials. However,

the experimenter is free to choose this number and he may choose to

make it very large.

The approximations we will consider are chosen so as to converge

as the number of trials upon which they are based becomes large. In

order to appreciate what might be learned from an experiment with a very

large number of trials, we shall suppose that our datum is one infinite

sequence of real numbers.

Estimation of the Integral of the Weighted Generalization Function

Over a Finite Number of Sets

Let us fix our attention upon the integral of the generalization

function over a rectangle containing the point (xo'Yol say

A = A(x l X A(y l where A(x l is an interval containing x and A(y l
o o· 0 0 0

is an interval containing y. In addition, to avoid trivial cases, we
o

temporarily require that }:(yolf(tl dt be positive.

Intuitively, we expect this quantity to be large if a reinforcement

near strongly increases the subject's tendency to anticipate a

reinforcement near x on future trials.
o

- 11 -



This consideration suggests that we count the number of times a

reinforcement in A(y)
o

is followed by a prediction in A(x )
o

to

approximate the integral over A. For precision, we will define some

random variables. For each non-negative integer A and positive

integer n, let z be given by
A,n

z
A,n

0, otherwise.

For fixed A, the random variables z, are identically
",n

E( z, )
",n

distributed, and their expectations are given by

E(ZO,~) =,j'A(Xo)~A(Yo) jl(x)f(y) dx dy, where jl(x) = f k(x,t)f(t) dt

[l-B(l-B)A-ljE(ZO,l) + B(l_B)A-l fA(X
o

) fA(Yo)k(X,Y)f(Y) dx dy,

for A > 1.

If these numbers were known exactly, then so would be the integral

of the weighted generalization function h over A since

fA h =h(x ) fA(Y ) k(x,y)f(Y) dx dy
o 0

00

- 12 -



where the Mth remainder, henceforth called satisfies

00 00

Since for fixed A, the z are identically distributed, it
A,n

is natural to consider averaging the first N of them to obtain

1 N
= - IN n=l

A lengthy computation which will be found in the appendix establishes

that the variance of ZA N tends to zero as N tends to infinity. For,
all N and A the following inequality holds:

Therefore, for fixed M, and by M+l applications of Chebyshev's

inequality, the sequence in N whose Nth term is

converges in probability to

which differs from the desired definite integral by no more than (l_e)M.

Now consider the double sequence the general term of which is

- 13 -



With this se~uence, it is possible to determine ~ h to any degree of

accuracy in the following sense. For any E > 0, 0 > 0 it is possible

to choose M and N such that
0 0

N>N implies that P {I 8M N - fA h I < E} > 1-0.
0

0'

M
This is done by first choosing M so that (l-e) 0 < E/2 and then

0

repeating the argument which shows that 8
M

N converges in probability
0'

to compute N
o

to obtain an estimate of the integral over some other set, say

Notice that the two bounds used to find M and N
o 0

depend upon only one unknown ~uantity, e, and are decreasing functions

of this unknown. Therefore, it is enough to have simply a positive lower

bound for e to compute the number of observations re~uired to achieve

the desired degree of accuracy.

The definitions of these random variables can be changed slightly

A(1) .

We define (1)
z i.,n

by

(1)
z

i.,n

1, if ('i -y ) E A(l)
n+i.' n

0, otherwise

- 14 -



Similarly, we define

N
Z(l) = 1: I

ie, N N n=l
(1)

z
ie,n

S(l)

M,N

All of the relations given in this section for the random variables

without superscripts remain valid for the random variables with super

scripts, provided the integrals f£ jl(x)r(y) dx dy and

JfA k(x,y)f(y) dx dy =fA h are replaced by l(l) ;jl(X)f(y) d(x,y)

and l(l) h, respectively.

In particular, since neither of the inequalities involved in the

computation of M, N depend upon the set over which the integral is
o 0

being approximated, this same pair of integers satisfies

so that

There is no problem in extending this argument to a finite collection

and using a lower bound for e to

compute the number of observations sufficient to guarantee that with

probability arbitrarily close to one all of the approximations will be

within € of the appropriate definite integral.

- 15 -



Estimation of the Indefinite Integral of the

Weighted Generalization Function

We continue our investigation of the weighted generalization

function by attempting to determine its integral on a countable

collection of sets. As remarked earlier for some countable collections

this is sufficient.

It is possible to define a se~uence of functions which converge on

almost every point of
00

R to the integral of the generalization function

over a particular sUbset, say A, As before let z be one
i.,n

or zero according to whether (i y-) is or is not in A. Definen+i.' n

SM N as before. For fixed M, SM N converges in probability to, ,
~A h plus an error term which depends on M. By increasing both indices

one may define a se~uence which converges with probability

In particular, if then

The proof is in the appendix.

is defined as

simultaneously

one to fA h.

converges with probability one to

Next we will determine the indefinite integral of the weighted

generalization function (and, e~uivalently, the indefinite integral of

integral over an arbitrary se~uence of open sets, say We

in the sense thati

f(y) > ol) by finding its

[A(i) t
1=1

variables [still so that
n

(2) fand Sn --> A(2) hand ...

R x [y:

sequence of random

--> f (1) h
A

be uniform with respect to

the generalization function over

The convergence will

shall define a double

with probability one,

for each positive E and 0, there will be some N such that

- 16 -



This is obvious since for

h} = 0

i = 1, 2, ... ,

then

and the union of countably

If we define S(i) as before and put
M,N

00 (i) } _
p {ni=l (SM --> S (i)h) . - 1

A

P {S~i) doe s not converge to

many null sets is itself null.

as

makes it possible to give

S(i)
M

We shall define

A somewhat different definition of

an easy proof of the desired uniformity.

rather than We do not lose convergence almost

everywhere in Roo when we make this change because 2iM~ > M!

Proofs of these assertions may be found in the appendix.

Estimation of the Integral of the Generalization Function

I~ the experimental portion of this paper, we will be concerned

with finding properties of the generalization function which do not

depend upon the reinforcement density. For this purpose it is simpler

to study integrals of the form~~ k(x,y) dy dx rather than

~~ k(x,y)f(y) dy dx. Of course, when the indefinite integral of the

weighted generalization function is known, so is the indefinite integral

of the generalization function restricted to subsets of R X (y: f(y) > oj.

However, it may require infinitely many trials to determine the indef-

inite integral of the weighted generalization functiono

There are mathematical and experimental methods for disposing of

the function f under the integral signs. A mathematical method is

introduced in this section; the experimental methods are discussed in

the experimental sections.

- 17 -



The method is slightly less general than the methods considered in

the previous sections. We cannot compute the integral of the generali-

interest us, but only those subsets A such that

zation function over all the subsets of R X (y: fry) > oj which

f fA f(Y) dy dx < "'.

This restriction is of no practical importance. It is of little

theoretical importance since

fI k(x,y) dy dx
A

lim
n--> '" II k(x,y) dy dx,

A
n

where A
n

11,.\
fry) > -, '

n .i /

We will first give an intuitive argument for the method and then

list some results which can be obtained with the method. Proofs will be

found in the appendix.

Let us first see why the previous method gives the integral of the

weighted generalization function rather than the generalization function.

In the preceding sections we constructed approximations of an integral

over A = A(x ) X A(y ) by defining certain indicator random variables
0 0

z which were one or zero according to whether (;;:n+A' Yn ) was in A.A,n

Now consider two points, y' and " in A(y ). If fry' ) is twicey ,
0

"y.twice as often as it isthen we expect Yn to be y'

Hence we expect the generalization function about y' to contribute

f(y"),

twice as much to the approximation of the integral as the generalization

function about "y. In general, it is plausible that the contribution

of the generalization function about

tional to fry). Thus, we obtain the

rather thanI I k(x,y) dy dx.
A(x) A(y)

o 0

Y to the integral will be propor

integral r I k(x,y)f{y) dy dx
, A(x) A(y)

o 0

The remedy for

- 18 -



this situation is to artificially introduce weights so that the general-

ization function about y' will make the same contribution as the

generalization function about y". We do this formally by defining

some new random variables in the manner indicated below.

For each A contained in such that B(A) ~Jf
A

1
f(Y) dy dx

is finite, and for n ~ 1, ~ > 0, N > 1, M~ 1, we define

1---
fG )

n

w, (A) ~
"',n

0,

if

N

1.:
n~l

otherwise

w, (A)
"',n

and feY);I 0
n

It can be shown that

1) w, (A)
"',n

and w, (A)
"',m

are identically distributed

2) The condition B(A) < 00 is sufficient to assure

the mean and variance of ware finite
~,n

fJ
A

k(x,y) dx dy - "M in probability as

N ---7 00 J where

4) TM,Ml (A) -> IfA k(x,y) dy dx, with probability one.

- 19 -



Conclusion

We are now ready to answer the question which was raised in the

introductory section of this chapter, "What can be inferred about the

generalization function from the behavior of a single subject in a

single experiment?" We are able to infer the indefinite integral of

the generalization function over the subsets of R X [y: f(y) > oj

provided we are willing to consider experiments with infinitely many

trials. Otherwise, we are able to determine the integral over a finite

number of subset A of R X (y: f(y) > oj such that J~ fly) dy dx

is finite with any preassigned accuracy.
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CHAPTER II

An Experimental Application

In this section we adapt and apply the method for obtaining the

integral of the weighted generalization function. We do not contend

that the learning model gives an exact description of all aspects of

the subject's behavior. We do argue, however, that the model is

sUfficiently accurate to permit application of the methods proposed

in the first chapter to obtain functions by means of which one may

reconstruct aspects of the data which have interested other investigators.

Specifically, we are able to reconstruct the average distribution of

responses and the average conditional distribution of responses given

the preceding reinforcement with great precision.

This chapter contains a description of the experiments, a descrip

tion of the procedure for estimating the generalization function and

graphs of the theoretical and empirical distributions.

We conclude this introductory section with some general consider

ations which guided the design of the experiments.

The experiments were designed after the first method outlined in

the preceding chapter but before the second method was discovered.

Rather than simply approximating the integral of the weighted general

ization function, we devised an experimental procedure which, when

successful, enables one to obtain the integral of the generalization

function by the first technique.

We now give the reasoning which underlies the technique.
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The classical assumption, k(x,y) ~ k(lx-yl, 0), may be analyzed

into two independent assumptions:

( symmetry) k(x,y) ~ k(y,x)

(translation invariance) k(x,y) ~ k(x+z,y+z)

We concentrate upon the translation invariance.

Although analysis of pilot data lead us to doubt the translation

invariance assumption, a weaker version of it seemed plausible. We

assumed that for small E s k(x,y) is very nearly k(X+E,y+E). This

is equivalent to the assumption that for y restricted to a small

interval, the generalization function about y at x is very nearly

equal to a function of x-y only.

When a particular version of the weakened form of the translation

invariance assumption is true, then the first method may be used to

obtain the integral of the generalization function. This version is

expressed in ·terms of a partition of R into intervals, L, 1
2

,
.1

I n'

C DO' and expressed as

k(X,y) ~ \' X (y)k (x-y),
L n n
n

where X (y)
n

1,

0,

Y E 1
n

y i 1
n

The reason this form renders the first method sufficient is found in the

following consequences of the assumption:

r (,x+y

, I v _00 k(t,y)f(y)
n

dy dt
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so that when the assumption is true, the components of generalization

k, can be recovered.
n

In .order for the techniClue to be practical the intervals I must
n

be known and the numbers~ f(t) dt must not be too small. These

n
considerations suggest that the reinforcement density be chosen sO that

all the reinforcements fall in a few small intervals. Such a density

must be presented with care, for if the subject suspects that all of the

reinforcements occur in a few small intervals, then the continuous

models may fail: the subject may cease to guess the approximate

location of the next reinforcement and instead attempt to predict the

exact location.

In general the experimental technique is to use two reinforcement

densities, one which is positive on an interval, say [a,b], and

another which is positive on a finite collection of small but well-

spaced intervals which are contained in [a,b]. The first density is

applied long enough to discourage the subject's attempts to predict

the precise location of the next reinforcement from a small number of

points, but not so long that the subject becomes so familiar with the

first density that he easily detects the change to the second density.

In addition the two densities are chosen so that the two cumulatives

are approximately eClual.

We now proceed to a detailed description of the experiments and

the experimental results.
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Description of the Experiments

SUbjects: Five male and three female young adults were selected from

those who responded to advertisements posted on the bulletin boards at

Stanford University. The subjects were chosen according to the ease

with which they could be scheduled. Each subject was paid two dollars

for each hour of participation. The data from four of the subjects will

be analyzed.

Apparatus: The experiments were conducted in an air-conditioned, sound

proofed room fitted with acoustical wall tile and carpets to dampen

sounds originating in the room.

The subject faced a six foot square, vertical blue screen mounted

on an eight inch black base. Pale blue curtains, similar in hue and

texture to the screen under low levels of illumination, stretched from

the sides of the screen to the wall six feet in front of the screen.

Opaque blue paper tacked to the top of the screen and the ceiling

completed a cubicle enclosing the subject.

The screen had been constructed by fastening transluscent plastic

to a four inch deep wooden box. The mechanism inside and behind the

box was a modification of that described by Suppes and Frankmann

(Suppes, 1961) and used all the empirical studies of which Suppes is

an author listed in the bibliography. A .375 inch diameter horizontal

shaft protruded from the front and the back of the enclosure formed by

the screen and the box. ~ twisting a knob attached to the subject's

side of the shaft 21 inches in front of the screen, he controlled the

position of a bar of light which was projected onto the screen fronl
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within the enclosure. This bar of light was projected from a light

tight box attached to a counterbalanced lever which was perpendicular

to the shaft and rigidly fixed to the shaft.

The bar of light was .125 inches ,ride and .75 inches long.

Its long axis coincided with the long axis of the lever, The distance

from the center of the shaft to the center of the bar was 2.5 feet.

The light source was a 6.3 volt pilot light (RCA No. 47).

At the beginning of each experimental session, excepting the first,

the subject chose to sit upon either a Franklin chair with an arm rest

at shoulder level, and unmodified Franklin chair or a tilting, uphol

stered, swivel chair of adjustable height and with arm rests at elbow

leveL He was free to use either hand and to change hands and position

as he wished. On the first day all subjects used the Franklin chair

with the arm rest.

A 23 inch diameter scale with 400 consecutively numbered arcs

of equal length was mounted on the experimenter's side of the enclosure

and centered about the shaft. A pointer attached to the shaft indicated

the position of the bar of light. The entire scale could be rotated

and was rotated so that the thirty-second arc indicated the position

which the subject jUdged to be the zenith of the circle traced by the

light.

The modification of the equipment used in the previous studies

was undertaken in order to enable the subject to respond quickly and

accurately: non-essential rotating parts were removed; essential

rotating parts which could not be converted to stationary parts were

placed as close to the long axis of the shaft as was possible. The
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1.5 inch diameter knob used by the subject to turn the shaft was

replaced by a four inch pulley.

These measures proved SO successful that it became necessary to

employ an assistant to record responses while the experimenter adjusted

the bar of light. All subjects reached rates of 800 responses per

hour which is more than double the rates of 300 reported in earlier

studies. In fact, the limit on the rate was set by the experi_menter's

ability to accurately record responses and reset the mechanism.

A single incandescent lamp in series with a rheostat and mounted

outside the sUbject's cubicle and behind the opaque paper provided a

fairly constant low level of illumination for the room. The light that

entered the cubicle diffused through the curtains after being reflected

from the walls of the room. This light was made so dim that it was

difficult, but not impossible, for the subject to find stationary

irregularities on or about the screen with which to anchor his percep·

tions. Lower levels of illumination were avoided, since it was noted

that with very low levels of illumination, the edges of the bar of

light ceased to be well defined.

Procedure: Each subject participated for at least sixteen days. On

the first and second days a reinforcement density which was positive on

the upper eighth of the circle was applied. On the third day, this

density was replaced by one which was positive on small separated sub

intervals of the upper eighth of the circle. The subjects were not fore-

warned of this change and showed no indication of detecting it. The

new density was applied for ten consecutive days. On the thirteenth

day, the density was changed again. This time the subject was informed
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of the change. No further changes were made. The exact densities

which were used are presented at the end of this section.

On the first day, the subject wss led into the experimental cubicle

and seated in the modified Franklin chair. The experimenter dimmed the

light and read the following instructions:

"As I told you earlier on the telephone, your
task will be to predict the position of a patch of
light in a large field. After the first couple of
days of training you will probably get about as
proficient at this task as you are going to get.
Even so, I would like to continue the experiment
for some time thereafter so that I may determine in
some detail, the nature of your solution to this
problem.

Let me tell you some details. You see that
large blue screen before you. Try moving the dial
in the center of the screen. As you can see, doing
so controls the position of the light. Now from
where I am seated, I too can move the dial. (If you
are holding the dial, please let go.) See?

I have before me a long list of dial positions.
I shall show the first position, like so. You are
to guess the second position on my list by moving the
light to where you think I will next place it. Then
I shall show you the second position on my list so
that you may see how close you were. Then you make
your next prediction; then I show you how close you
were, and so on.

After you have made your prediction, you are to
say 'mark' and hold the pointer steady for a moment
while we record your response. So that you will have
no doubts as to the exact position of the target, I
shall say 'target' when I have moved it to the correct
position. Understand?

As you shall soon see, the pointer moves very
erratically, and you will rarely be able to guess the
next position exactly. But as you become more experi
enced, you shall find that you are close to the target more
frequently. Don't be discouraged if you do not seem
to be doing very well at first; you'll get better soon
enough.
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Two final notes: First, some subjects find it
disturbing at first to not be given a standard by
which they may determine how close a prediction must
be in order to be close enough; that is, where the
pointer must be placed in order to be considered a
correct prediction. I leave it to you to evaluate
your performance. I am very interested in how you
decide to do so. We shall discuss this ~uestion

later; as for now, I shall simply record your
predictions. OK?

Finally, I'd like you to work ~uickly. You
will make thousands of predictions; don't spend
too much time considering a particular one. In
fact, if you exceed five seconds in making a
prediction, I shall call "time" and you will have
one second to reposition the light. OK?

Any ~uestions before we begin?"

There were no ~uestions.

Before each experimental session, the subject was asked to turn

the dial so as to place the bar of light as high On the screen as

possible. His attempts to do so determined the origin of the scale.

The exact procedure that was employed was to first ask the subject to

move the light from wherever it happened to be at the time to the

zenith of its arc. The experimenter then moved the dial through at

least 50 but not more than 150 units in the positive direction of

the 400 unit scale. The subject was instructed to indicate the

zenith again. The experimenter then turned the light between 50 and

150 units in the negative direction. The subjected attempted to return

the light to its zenith again. This process was repeated with the

subject alternately resetting from a clockwise and counterclockwise

direction until three consecutive settings differed by less than 10

scale units. The scale was then set so that the thirty-second position

on the scale coincided with the mean of the last two settings.
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On the second day, the instructions were paraphrased. In addition,

the subjects were told that the successive positions of the bar of light

were not random. They were told that the positions were computed accord-

ing to extremely complicated rules, that they were not expected to

discover the rules and that they, like all other subjects in previous

experiments, would become more proficient without being able to verbalize

the rules.

On the third day and each day thereafter, the experimental hour

was divided into three periods of about fifteen minutes. During each

of these periods, at least 200 responses were recorded. The subject

was permitted to take a two minute rest between periods.

Questions relevant to the experiment were answered by paraphrasing

the instructions, with one exception. If the subject asked if the rules

determining the se~uence of reinforcements had been changed, then they

were told that they had not been changed and that an announcement would

be made before they were changed. On the thirteenth day such an

announcement was made.

Reinforcement Densities: Six reinforcement densities were used. They

were

A Uniform over the first 64 of the 400 positions on the
scale.

B Proportional
x, for [x]

to [x], where
= 1, 2, ... 64

[x] is the integer part of
and zero otherwise.

c Proportional to 65 - [x] for [x]
zero otherwise.
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A' Constant for [x] ~ 3,7,11, ... 63 and zero otherwise.

B' Proportional to [x] for [x] ~ 3,7, 11, ... 63 and zero
otherwise.

C' Proportional to 65 - [x] for [x]
zero otherwise.

2, 6, la, ... 62 and

Each subject was presented with three reinforcement densities.

The densities were changed following days 2 and 12.

Subjects J and a were presented with A then A' then 01
"-

Subjects L and P were presented with A then A' then E' . The

remaining four subjects whose data will not be reported were presented

with either B then B' then A' or C then C' then A'.

The exact sequence of reinforcements was determined independently

for each subject.

Irregularities: There were two unplanned variations in the execution

of the experiments which necessitated analyzing data from different

subjects in slightly different manner.

On the beginning of JI S twelfth session, the experimenter

adjusted the scale sO that the 22nd position rather than the 32
nd

wasrather than B'C'session, the densityOn a's

coincided with the position judged to be the highest.

14th

applied. At the end of the 14th session, the experimenter suggested

that the subject participate for two extra days at two dollars per

session, and the subject readily agreed without asking for an explanation

During the last four days of the experiment, the density B' was applied.
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or

Estimation of the Generalization Function

In this section we offer a detailed account of the estimation

procedure.

The method of placing the bar of light to indicate a reinforcement

and recording predictions has influenced the choice of sets over which

the integral of the generalization function will be approximated. If

th
the sequence of reinforcements indicates that the n reinforcement

is to be placed at y+E where y is an integer and 0 < E < 1, then

the experimenter moves the pointer over the movable scale until he is

able to bring it to rest at some point y* such that y ~ y* < y + 1.

Furthermore, only the integer part of the response at x, written [x],

is recorded. Since this is the case, we can do no better than recover

the integral over the sets A{x,y) = ({s,t): [s] = [x] and [t] = [y]}.

In fact, We shall approximate the integral over

B{x,y) = A{x,y) U A{x-l,y) for those 16 values of y which are the

midpoints of the sub-intervals of unit length on which the reinforce-

ment density is positive and fifty integers x chosen so that virtu-

ally all the responses fall one unit of exactly one of the x's. The

fifty x's are -17, -15, ... 79, 81. Responses to the left of xl

or to the right of x
50

are treated as if they occurred at xl

x 50 ' respectively.

The estimate of the integral over B{x,y) for a particular subject

over a particular block of trials is initially taken as the fourth

estimate of the weighted generalization function
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where
1 N

~ N L
n~l

and

z ~

!c,n

0, otherwise.

If the

This estimate is revised in accordance with our probability interpretation

of the generalization function by replacing each negative estimate by zero

and by multiplying by that constant for each fixed y which assures us

that we shall predict that J(t:[t]~[Y]JJook(s,t) d.t ds is equal to one.
_00

The data collected after the first change but before the second

change of the reinforcement density and the data collected on the final

three days for each subject are treated separately.

When computing the raw estimates, we have departed from the

procedure implicit in the definition of the sums Z in two ways. We

have ignored the first ten trials of each session in order to reduce the

effects warm-up and dark adaptation. In addition, we have computed the

product of the relative frequency of trials on which [Y
n

] [y] times

the relative frequency of trials on which either [;:] ~ [x] or
n

[in] ~ [x] - 1. We have used this statistic instead of ZO,N

model is correct, then both random variables have the same expected

value and both converge in probability as the nwnber of trials is
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The results of the

increased. Both alternatives were tried. The one used, as a matter of

fact, gives much more satisfactory results.

The Unconditional Response Distribution

In this section and the next we intend to justify further Consider-

ation of the derived generalization functions by showing that these

functions can be used to reconstruct certain time averages with satis-

factory precision.

We shall attempt to predict the relative frequency of responses

in certain intervals. The function we compute may be regarded as an

approximate density, but this interpretation is not essential. The

empirical function at x is simply the relative frequency of responses

which fall between x-3 and x+3 on the 400 unit scale. The

theoretical function at x is simply the integral of theoretical

average response density between x-3 and x+3, !'x:;3Jk(t,y)f(y) dt dy.

We, have computed the two functions for fifty values of x, xl'

x2 = xl + 2, •.. X
49

= x48 + 2, x
50

= x
49

+ 2.

computation are presented graphically as historams in Fig\ITes 1 and 2.

In the lower right hand corner of each pair of curves, the subject and

the reinforcement density are identified by a symbol which enables one

to recall the shape of the graph of f.

In nearly all cases the fit is extraordinarily good. In one case

the model appears to err systematically. It fails to predict the depth

of the trough in the empirical graph for L, A'. The discrepancy may

be greatly reduced by revising the assumption that the rate of learning
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is constant. When the learning parameter e is replaced by a function

e(·) and the rate of learning is made contingent upon the location of

the preceding reinforcement, the fit is substantially improved for this

subject. If e(·) is taken as a step function, then all the theoretical

results already presented in this paper carryover with minor changes,

and one may estimate e(y) by minimizing the mean square difference

between the observed and predicted average distribution of responses

following a reinforcement near y.

We shall not pursue this program: to do so would lead us away from

our main interest, and the fit is more than adequate for our purposes

without revising the model.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of Empirical and Theoretical Response Distributions for

Rectangular (A') Reinforcement'Distribution.
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EMPIRICAL.· •••
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3 63

L, L1
3 63

P, L1

Fig. 2. Comparison of Empirical and Theoretical Response Distributions for

Triangular (B' or C'.) Reinforcement Distributions.
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The Conditional Distributions

We now examine the function J(o,o), where J(X,Y) is the relative

frequency of responses in the set X given the preceding reinforcement

is in the set Y,

The empirical value of J(X,Y) is computed by counting the number

of times a reinforcement in the set Y is followed by a response in

the set X and dividing this number by the total number of times a

reinforcement occurs in the set Y in the block of trials which are

being studied,

The theoretical value of J(X,Y) is given by the following formula °

J(X,Y) (l-e) f f k(x,TJ)f(TJ) dTJ dx
·X

+ e fxf
y

k(x,y)f(y) dx dy / f
y

fry) dy ,

The numerical value of e is determined by a technique which will be

outlined later in this sectiono

As in the preceding section, we have chosen 50 values of Xo

For fixed Y, the value of the function we shall graph is simply

J([x-3, x+3), Y), In Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6, we have plotted the

theoretical functions as histograms and the empirical functions with

circles, Each of the eight plots on a figure is formed choosing as a

value of Y as one of the 16 sub-intervals of [1, 64]0 The location

of the conditioning interval is indicated by an arrow °

One value of e is selected for each subjecto We compute that

value of theta in the unit interval which minimizes the squared
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0
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00

.289 .306

N=374

J,D

Fig. 3. Comparison of Empirical and Theoretical Conditional Response

Distributions for Subject J with Rectangular (A')

Reinforcement Distribution.
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.211

3
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o
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Empirical and Theoretical Conditional Response

Distributions for Subject L with Rectangular (AI)

Reinforcement Distribution.
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•
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Fig. 5. Comparison of Empirical and Theoretical Conditional Response

Distributions for Subject 0 with Rectangular (A')

Reinforcement Distribution.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of Empirical and Theoretical Conditional Response

Distributions for SUbject P with Rectangular (A' )

Reinforcement Distributiono
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difference between the observed and the theoretical values plotted

weighted by the number of observations which are considered in the

calculation. In symbols, we choose theta so as to minimize

L L [E(x,Y) - T(x,Y; 8)]2z(¥) where E is the empirical
x Y

function, T is the theoretical function and F(Y) is f f(t) dt.
Y

The first swnmation is over the fifty values of x which are plotted.

The second swnmation is over all 16 subintervals of [1, 64].

The value of theta which minimizes the error is given by the

following formula.

e
L LK(x,Y)E(x,Y)F(Y) - LE(x)R(x)
x Y x

L L~(x,Y)F(Y) - LR
2

(x)
x Y x

where K(x,Y) = JX+3 f k(t,y) dt dy
x-3 Y

E(x) = LE(x,Y)F(Y)
Y

R(x) = LK(x,Y)F(Y)
Y

The results of the calculation are shown in Table 1.

It will be noted that the fit is generally very good. Of course

it is not ~uite so good as the fit of the unconditional probabilities;

the curves in these figures are based upon approximately 1/16 of the

observations taken into account in the previous section. The number of

observations is denoted by N and is noted beside each graph.
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Table 1

LEAST SQUARE ESTIMATE OF THETA

Subject Long Block of Trial Short Block

J 1.1320* 1.1974*

L ·9721 .9563

0 .9773 .9410

p ·7553 .7462

*Theta is taken as one whenever the estimate exceeds one.
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In Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10, this procedure is repeated with the

B' and C' data. The reader is asked to bear in mind that these

curves are based on roughly 25% of the observations considered in

Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6, and so the fit is not quite so good. The B'

and C' reinforcement densities are approximately triangular, so that

one conditional distribution may be based upon sixteen times as many

observations as another. In Figure 8, one finds a histogram which is

based on 8 observations distributed over fifty cells.

Theta is computed by the same formula as was used for the A'

data. The results of the calculation are also given in Table 1.

The estimates of theta tend to be extremely large. They are often

so close to one that the empirical conditional distributions provide

good estimates of the integral of the generalization function. Fortu

nately the subject P has a sufficiently slow rate of learning to

provide a test for the methods we introduce. And fortunately the

method used gives a puperb account of the unusual functions plotted

in Figures 6 and 10.

It is seen that when there are sufficiently many observations for

the functions to be predicted to be orderly, order of the right kind is

predicted. We conclude that the derived generalization functions are

relevant to behavior and merit further study.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of Empirical and Theoretical Conditional Response

Distributions for Subject J with Triangular (c'l

Reinforcement Distribution.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of Empirical and Theoretical Conditional Response

Distributions for Subject L with Triangular (B')

Reinforcement Distribution.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of Empirical and Theoretical Conditional Response

Distributions for Subject 0 with Triangular (C')

Reinforcement Distribution.
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CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF EMPIRICAL GENERALIZATION FUNCTIONS

In this chapter we study the empirical generalization functions.

We shall show that, contrary to the expectations of other authors, the

generalization function about y has a minimum near y. Furthermore,

the classical assumption k(x,y) = k(lx-YI, 0) appears to be false.

We will introduce two alternatives to the classical assumption.

The first alternative gives a concise description of the empirical

generalization functions and permits us to see precisely how the classical

assumption fails. The second alternative includes the earlier assump

tions as special cases and is based upon a conjectured relationship

between the generalization function and the distribution of reinforce

ments.
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The Form of the Generalization Function

Study of the conditional histograms for the A' density has led us

to question the classical restriction on the form of the generalization

function. The theoretical conditional histogram given a reinforcement

near y when theta is set equal to one (as in Figure 3) may be thought

of as an approximation to the generalization function about y. The

plots of these functions for the A' density data have two prominent

features. For virtually all values of y and all subjects, the graph

of the approximate generalization function about y is distinctly

bimodal with a minimum at y. Secondly, when the approximate generali

zation function about y and about y' are contrasted for y' < y,

the heights of the maxiwH in the two graphs are found to be consistently

ordered: the left peak of the graph about y' is lower than the left

peak of the graph about y. Both effects are conspicuous in Figure 3,

the theoretical histograms for J whose estimated value of theta is

one. (We shall consider more subjects and other data in later sections

of this chapter.)

The first feature will be called the recency effect since it suggests

that subjects respond less frequently at the most recent point of rein

forcement than would be normally expected. The second effect will be

called the end effect after Suppes who in 1959 predicted a similar

effect in a somewhat different setting.

The recency effect is not inconsistent with the classical assump

tion. However, the generalization functions fitted to data in earlier

studies of this kind were of the form k(x,y) = u(y-x) where u was

unimodal and symmetric about zero. To show that the recency effect is
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not a consequence of the changes of procedure and apparatus introduced

in this study, we have reanalyzed some data collected prior to these

changes and reported by Suppes, Rouanet, Levine and Frankmann (1964).

In this study, the reinforcement density was bimodal and positive over

the whole circle except for two points.

The theoretical density for the random variable Yn - xn+l is

p(d) = (l-e) J j.(Y-d)f(y) dy + eJ k(y-d,y)r(y)dy. If there is a
1

strong recency effect, then k(y-d,d) should be small for small Idl

and all values of y. In Figure 11, the histogram for which

may be taken as an approximation of p(d) is displayed. For comparison

the histogram for Yn - Yn+l is plotted beneath it. These histograms

have been computed by pooling data over the last 300 trials and over

29 subjects. (The data from subject 21 who confined nearly all his

predictions to one half of the apparatus have been excluded.) A com-

parison of the histograms shows that very few responses are close to the

preceding point of reinforcement relative to the number of reinforcements

close to the preceding point of reinforcement. Note that, with the

exception of the one point d = 0, if I dj is small so is p(d).

This fact, together with the fact that the approximation of Jjl(y-d)f(y)dy

is essentially constant for Idl small is taken as evidence for a recency

effect in this study.

The end effect contradicts the classical assumption k(x,y)=k(lx-yl,o).

This restriction on the form of the generalization function implies

that the plots of the generalization functions about y and y' can be

aligned by a translation of one of them. More precisely, the assumption

implies k(x,y) = k(x + (y'-y), y'). If this consequence were true,
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then the corresponding peaks of the graphs of the two functions would be

of approximately the same heights.

Both of these effects would be present if the generalization function

were a product of particular functions of one variable so that k(x,y) =

u(y-x)v(x) . It would be sufficient for u to be bimodal with a minimum

at zero to obtain the recency effect and for v to be bell-shaped with

a shallow maximum near 52 but nearly zero outside of [1,64] to obtain

the end effect.

The representation of k as a product includes the classical

representation as a special case. This may be seen by putting v(x) 1

and u(y-x) = k(!x-y! ,0).

If the representation is accurate, then u and v are each

uniquely determined by k except for a multiplicative constant.

The graphical comparisons which lead to a rejection of the classical

assumption are difficult and equivocal for the short blocks of trials.

However, if the more general hypothesis is true and if the functions u

and v could be determined with suitable accuracy, the evaluation of the

consequence of the classical assumption could be made by comparing v(x)

for x near 1 and 64 with v(x) for x near 52. If the former values

of v were many times smaller than the latter, then we would be justi

fied in rejecting the classical assumption because the classical assump

tion implies (the new restriction and) that v is constant.

In the next section, we begin the consideration of the hypothesis

that there are functions u and v such that for all x and y,

k(x,y) = u(y-x)v(x) by developing methods for computing u and v

from the approximate indefinite integral of k. The new hypothesis
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which will be referred to as the product hypothesis has the more concise

formulation, k(x,x+y)k(s,s+t) ~ k(x,x+t)k(s,s+y), for all x,y,s,t.

At the present stage of analysis, the product hypothesis is to be

regarded as, at best, a lucky guess about the form of the generalization

function. In the final sections of this chapter, we will attempt to

embed the assumption in a theory about the relation between the generali

zation function and the distribution of reinforcements.

Development of the Product Hypothesis

The main result of this section is a method for determining the

components of generalization, u and v, from the limited information

which is experimentally available.

If we have approximated the indefinite integral of k restricted

to the subsets of S ~ R Y fy: fly) > 0), then we may obtain an initial

estimate of k(x,y) for (x,y) in S without using the product hy

pothesis by choosing some small set A containing (x,y) and dividing

the integral of k over A n S by the area of A n S. The method we

use to obtain u and v requires that we also have an estimate of

k(x,y) for some (x,y) not in S. We now develop a technique for

obtaining such estimates.

Suppose we have already approximated k restricted to some set

R y T where IT dy is finite. Let g be any bounded, non-negative

function such that g(y) is positive only if y is in T. Let B be

a subset of R
2

. We multiply both sides of the functional equation of

the product hypothesis

k(x,x+y)k(s,s+t) ~ k(x,x+t)k(s,s+t)
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by g(s+t) g(x+t) g(s+y) and integrate over (s,t) in B to obtain

k(x,x+y) ffB k(s,s+t) g(s+t) g(x+t) g(s+y) ds dt

= ffB k(x,x+t) k(s,s+y) g(s+t) g(x+t) g(s+y) ds dt

which will be referred to as the extension formula. Multiplying both

sides by the g's guarantees that we need only consider k restricted

to R X T when we integrate.

If the integral on the left hand side of the last identity is

positive, then we have

k(x,x+y) =
ffBk(x,x+t)k(S,s+y)g(S+t)g(X+t)g(S+Y) ds :dt

ffBk(s,s+t)g(s+t)g(x+t)g(s+y) dsdt

This result permits us to extend the estimates of k beyond R X T

and to revise estimates of k restricted to R x T. Note that the

revised estimates may be better than the estimates which can be obtained

without the product hypothesis whenever the integrals can be estimated

with great precision.

The value of g(y) determines the relative contribution of the

estimated generalization function about y in the extension formula.

For this reason, it is advisable to choose g to be monotonic with the

precision of the estimate of the generalization function about y.

Using either the initial or the extended estimates of the generali-

zation function, it is possible to obtain each of the components of

generalization except for constants of proportionality by the relation,
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for C,D subsets of R, there are real constants c and d such that

u(y) = c JC k(x,x+y) dx

v(x) = d JD k(x,x+y) dy

These formulae are immediate conse~uences of k(x,x+y) = u(y) v(x).

The details of the numerical calculation of u and v will now

be given.

We obtain some initial estimates k(Xi'Yj) where the x. are the
l

fifty values of x referred to before and Yj is the center of the jth

interval of unit length on which f is positive by taking k(x.,y.) to
l J

be the approximation of

y

than

JJB(x.,y.)k(t,S)dtdS divided by two.
l J

as f(y.) for j = 1,2, ... 16. For
J

g(y) is defined as zero.

other

Thus k is initially approximated on 50 X 16 points. It can be

revised or extended by the discrete version of the extension formula

given by

k(x,x+y) L
i, j E B

k(x. ,x.+y.) g(x.+y.) g(x+y.) g(x.+y)
l l J l J J l

= L k(x,x+y.) k(x.,x.+y) g(x.+y
j

) g(x.+y) g(x+y.) ,
i, j E B J l l l l J

where B is a subset of (1,2, ... , 50) X (1,2, ... , 16).'

There is a technical problem which arises in the discrete case we

are now considering in which k(x,y) is approximated for x's which are

separated by four units. We wish to adapt the formula derived above for

computing u. An obvious analogue is to fix a set of indices C and

take u(y) proportional to . L k(x. ,x.+y)
iEC l l
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Unfortunately, this formula would enable us to compute u(y) for

too few values of y. To see this let the set of indices C be given.

We will attempt to compute u(y) for some y such that there is an

integer i in C such that xi+Y is not congruent to Yl modulo 4.

There is no initial estimate of k(x.,x.+y). We cannot use the extension
1 1

formula because for all real

is zeroo

s,t the product g(s+t) g(x.+t) g(s+y)
1

To see this last fact, suppose on the contrary that there are real

sand t such that the product is positive. It follows that for such

s and t (s+t), (x.+t), (s+y) and Yl are all congruent modulo 4.
1

Then Yl+Yl is congruent to (x.+t) + ( s+y) is congruent to (x.+Y) +
1 1

(t+s) is congruent to (x.+y) + Yl · Whence Yl is congruent to xi+y
1

which is absurd.

This situation compels us to select the set of indices C so that

for i,j in C, is congruent to x ..
J

But then we can only compute

u(y) for a set of y's such that no two of them are closer than four

units apart.

One obvious alternative which we have found unsatisfactory is to

interpolate to obtain new estimates of k and to define k(x.,y.+2)
1 J

as

the mean of k(xi'Yj) and k(Xi,y j+l ). Unfortunately, this procedure

chops the peaks and smooths the troughs of the graphs of the generalization

functions.

What we have done is to assume that if C is a suitable large set

of indices then the ratio of L v(x.) and L v(x.) is nearly one,
. C 1 . C 1lE 1 lE 2

is nearly one, where C = (iEC: X. - Xl) and C2 (iEC: x. - x2 ) .
1 1 1
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The assumption seems plausible since serious violation of it implies

a bizarre pattern of biases for certain parts of the continuum.

The assumption enables us to take u(y) to be proportional to

2:: k*(x. ,x.+y) for selected values of y where C(y) =
ieC (y)

1 1

( i: 10 ::: i ::: 41 & xi+Y '" Yl) and k·* is the estimate of k which is

obtained by applying the extension formula.

Analogous considerations are involved in the computation of v.

We will take

D(x. )
1

v(x. )
l'

to be proportional to 2:: k*(x. ,x.+y), where
yeD(x.) 1 1

1

and k* is the estimate of k

which is obtained by applying the extension formula.

The results of these computations are presented in the next section.

Expressing the Generalization Function as a Product

In this section we attempt to reconstruct the approximate generali-

zation function about y from the functions u and v computed

according to the methods of the preceding section.

We shall compare the approximations of the generalization function

about y which are obtained by smoothing the directly derived generali-

zation function with the approximation obtained by multiplying u and v.

The directly derived generalization function about the center

of the jth sub-interval is simply the mean of the approximations of the

generalization function over the sets A(x-2,y.), A(x,y.)
J J

and A(x+2,y.).
J

This function is to be compared with what shall henceforth be

called the reduced generalization function about Yj' k j (') whose

value at x is simply a constant times u(yj-x*).v(x*) where x* = Xi
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where i is the smallest integer between one and fifty such that x is

as close to as to any of the other fifty values of x. The constant

is chosen so that the sum over i

is an approximation of a density

of k.(x.l is one, because k .. (')
J l' J

k(' ,y.) which appears to be zero
J

for x > x 50 '

The results of the calculation are given graphically. The reduced

generalization functions are presented as histograms and the directly

derived functions with circles. An arrow indicates the location y ..
J

The functions u and v are sketched at the top of the figures.

The fit in Figures 12-15 is generally excellent. Note in particular

the fit for subject L (Figure 13). In general the function u is

essentially bimodal as was suspected.

The method for obtaining u appears to fail for extreme values of

y. The ratio of u(y) and u(y+2) varies greatly for large values of

y. This fact is of little consequence when considering the data col-

lected when the A' density was applied because of the shape of the v

function. If the absolute value of y-x* is large, then the value of

v(x*) is small relative to the value of v(x*) for those x such

that y.-x*
J

is small and u(y.-x*)
J

is very large. These last mentioned

values of x determine the shape of the predicted graphs and the contri-

bution of the tails of the u function is small. This is not so for

the triangular densities which we shall consider shortly.

The analysis confirms our initial suspicions regarding the classical

hypothesis. It is seen that the v function, instead of being essen-

tially constant appears to be the f function smoothed and, for extreme

values of x, v(x*) is many times smaller than v(x*) for x* near 32.
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The analysis is repeated for the short block of trials and presented

in Figures 16-19, In most cases, wherever there is order in the derived

generalization function to be recovered, it is recovered.

Notice that the v function is roughly the same shape as the f

function instead of being constant as required by the classical hypo-

thesis. One consequence of this fact is that for Yj such that f(y,)
J

is small, there are values of x is large in absolute

value, and u(y. -x*)
J

such that y.-x*
J

is multiplied by a relatively large rather than

a relatively small value of v(x*). Thus, as with the directly derived

generalization function about yj-' it is difficult to obtain good

estimates when f(Yj) is small,

It will be recalled that we have not attempted to choose u and

v so as to maximize this fit. The fits are greatly improved in some

cases when the computed functions are smoothed, The computed function

u may be replaced by a smooth sharply peaked bimodal function with a

minimum at zero.

Even before smoothing the fit appears good enough motivate further

consideration of the product hypothesis.
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Relation between the Generalization Function and the

Distribution of Reinforcements

The product hypothesis was introduced as a descriptive device, It

has proven useful in expressing in what way the classical hypothesis is

unsatisfactory. Furthermore, by means of the extension formula implied

by the hypothesis, we can pass from an approximation of the integral

of the generalization function to an approximation of the function itself.

Finally, by using the hypothesis we can express the generalization func-

tion as a product of two functions of one variable, thereby achieving

an enormous reduction in the number of parameters required to approxi-

mate data.

Unfortunately, there is no theoretical reason for the generalization

function to satisfy the hypothesis. In the absence of a theory it is

difficult to interpret or analyze the functions u and v and it is

unreasonable to expect that the hypothesis will be satisfied in new

experiments.

In this section we will attempt to remedy this defect by genera-

lizing the hypothesis and by interpreting the functions u and v

which appear in the more general formulation. The generalization is

undertaken because we have not found a satisfactory interpretation for

the hypothesis in its present form.

The more general version of the product hypothesis is:

There are functions u and v such that if f(y) ~ 0 then

k(x,y) u(y-x) v(x)
= ] u(y"t) v(t) dt
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Clearly the original hypothesis implies this one for by the original

hypothesis f u(y-t) v(t) dt = f k(t,y) dt 1. (Actually it was the

more general version which is supported by the analysis in the preceding

section since in the calculation for each y the reduced generalization

function about y was multiplied by a constant so that the area under

the predicted function would be independent of y.)

In order to interpret the new hypothesis we consider a hypothetical

process which takes place after each reinforcement. In the discrete

probability learning experiments a reinforcing event may be thought of

as evoking a particular covert response. Here we assume that a reinforce-

ment causes the subject to recognize a set of points which have a parti-

cular relationship to the two preceding reinforcements. We say two

preceding reinforcements because we consider the subject to be trying

to predict both the next reinforcement and the separation between the

last reinforcement and the next. (Of course, if he could do either

perfectly, there would be no need for him to consider the other for he

would necessarily be doing it perfectly, too.)

More formally, we conjecture that there is a relation C on

written xCy,y' and read, "x is correct "ith respect to y and y"'.

In terms of C we may define a random variable W which is one if

xCYn'Yn+l and zero otherwise. For each x, v(x) is assumed to be the

probability that a response x is correct "ith respect the pair of

reinforcements Yn

The function

and Yn+l' i.e., the probability that W is one.

u is identified similarly. If W is a random

variable "hich is one if

is the probability that

(-y -d)'C-y -y and zero otherwise, thann n' n+l

W is one. Intuitively, u(d) is the
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probability that a response which differs from the preceding reinforce-

ment by exactly d will be correct with respect to the preceding and

the following reinforcements.

We now place restrictions on C. We will assume that whether or

not x is correct with respect to two successive reinforcements, say

y followed by y', will depend on 2 distinct criteria. The separation

between x and y' must be small. Secondly, the displacement from y

to x must be like the displacement which was being predicted. (More

precisely, the second criterion is a condition on the pair of numbers,

y-x and y-y'.) Formally, we assume there are relations A and D on

R3 such that

xAy,y' iff (x-y') A.o,O

xDy,y: iff (x-y ) ( \AO, .y' -YI

xcy,y' iff (xAy,y' and xDy,y' )

In order to demonstrate the efficacy of these ideas, to augment

their surplus meaning and to motivate an important generalization, we

offer an example. Suppose for a particular subject in a particular

experiment of the kind just described x is correct with respect to

the last reinforcement y' and the one which preceded it, y, if and

only if the subject fails to discriminate 'between the points on the

continuum corresponding to x and y' and also between the segments

Y to x and y to y'o For simplicity suppose that all discrimination

probabilities are zero or one and that the 2 discriminations are inde-

pendent. If the subject's ability to distinguish points depends only

on their separation, if Weber's law is satisfied for the discrimination
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of lengths and if directions (in the sense that a to band b to a

have opposite directions unless a = b) are discriminated perfectly,

then generally there will be an (acuity) constant a and a constant

(Weber fraction) m such that x will be correct with respect to y

and y' whenever both Ix-y'l < a and

y-y' _< y-x < (y-y')'(l+m) ,l+m

If in this experiment the reinforcements are uniformly distributed

over [-1,1], if a is e~ual to 1/3 and if m is e~ual to 1/10,

then the v function is symmetric about zero, unimodal and zero for I xl

greater than 4/3. The u function is symmetric about zero, bimodal and

such that ufO) = O. The modes occur at ~ 10/27 and u(d) is zero

for Idl greater than 7/3. Thus for such a subject in such an experi-

ment both an end and a recency effect are predicted.

Intuitively, the reason why u is bimodal and a recency effect

is predicted is this: as d tends to zero, the set of segments which

are not discriminated from d,

(dil ~ < d' <_ d(l+m)}l+m -

becomes very small.

We return now to the general case. We introduce a notation which

permits an easy generalization of the ideas presented above. We define

two functions on R2 by



cp(x,y' )
~ {l' if

0,

xAy,y'

otherwise

1, if xDy,y',

,~(y-x,y-y') ~

0, otherwise

Then our previous assumptions can be written,

v(x) ~ II cp(x,y') *(y-x,y-y') f(y) f(y') dy dy'

u(d) ~ JJ cp(y-d,y') ,~(d,y-y') f(y) f(y') dy dy' ,

The example in which we introduced a perceptual interpretation of

the functions u and v motivates the generalization. If the discri-

mination probabilities take on values other than zero and one, then the

present formulation is not sufficiently general, If, however, we permit

the range of cp and 0/ to include positive values other than one, then

the above formulation is sufficiently general and the psychophysical

assumptions would be expressed by

{

cp (x,y)

*(x,y)

cp(!x-yl, 0)

*(x/y,l) for y ~ 0

We conclude by noting that the more general version of the product

hypothesis enjoys some of the 'attractive features of the original version.

In the first place, the more general version gives as parsimonious a

description of the empirical generalization function since the new

function I u(y-t) v(t) dt is expressed in terms of u and v. Finally,

the more general version permits sharpening of estimates of the
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generalization function by the following formula which is analogous to

the extension formula,

k(x,y) f h(x,y+t-s)k(t,y+t-x)k(s,y)f(y+t-s)f(y+t-x) dt ds
JJ k( t ,y+t-s) k( s,y+t-x) f(y+t-s) f(y+t-x)-dt ds

whenever fly) and the denominator are not zero. This result is an

immediate consequence of the functional equation which is implied by the

new product hypothesis

k(x,y) k(t,y+t-s) k(s,y+t-x) k(s,y) k(x,y+t-s) k(t,y+t-x) ,

provided fly) f(y+t-s) f(y+t-x) is not zero.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix the proofs of some assertions made in the first

chapter are sketched.

The appendix falls roughly into three sectionso In the first

section we study the approximation of the integral of the weighted

generalization function over a single set. In the second section we

study the approximation of the integral of the weighted generalization

function over an at most countable collection of sets. In the final

section we study the integral of the generalization function over finitely

many setso

Most of the proofs involve several changesin the order of inte-

gration of iterated integrals 0 In the first two sections all integrands

are non-negative, bounded and zero except on a bounded set. In the

third section in which we study random variables which are not bounded,

we invoke Fubini's theorem after showing that one of the iterated inte-

grals is finite and before interchanging orders of integrationo

We begin with

Lemma 1. cn+l(x,y ,x , 0 0 o,xl)j*(y ,x ,., o,xl ). n n n n n

n-l
[8 L (1-8) y k(X'Yn_) + (l-8)n cl (x)] X

y=o

j*(y ,x , ... ,xl)n n n
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Proof: If j*(y,x ""'Yl'xl ) is zero, there is nothing to prove.n n n

If j*(y,x , ••• ,xl ) is positive then for each m < n we haven n n

and·the result follows from n

fey )j (x , .•. ,x
l

)m m m

applications of A2.

The bracketed function on the right hand side of the equality appears

very frequently and so will be abbreviated as follows:

In the first part of this appendix proofs are supplied for assertions

made in the study the integral of the weighted generalization over a

single set.

Let A be a measureable subset of R
2

,

Then for A,::: 0, n::: 1, we write as in Chapter I,

r 1, (xn+:>-' Yn ) E A

~z =
",n

("nH' Yn ) ~ Al 0,

When the integral over several sets is considered, we shall modify the

notation to make the dependence of z upon A explicit.,-,n
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We will present the first theorem after introducing a notation for

the characteristic function of the set A by defining

X(x,y)
{

1,

0,

(x,y) E A

(x,y) ~ A

Theorem 1: E(zo,n) = JJA j1(x) fly) dx dy and if ~ > 0, then

Proof:

= If x(x2 'Y2) f(Y2) [j1 (x2 )] dY2 dx2

= JJA fly) j1(x) dy dx

= E(zO 1),

for n > 2 we have

E(z )=If,o'JX(x,y)j*(y,x,,,,,x)dy dx ",dx
O,n n n n n n 1 n n 1

=If,ooJX(x,y)f(y)j(x,ooo,X
1
)dy dx oo'dx

1
, by A3

nn nnn nn

=JJoo,JX(x,y)f(y)c(x,y 1"o"X1)f(y 1)
n n n n n n- n-

j l(x l'y 2"00 ,xl) dy dx ,,, dX1n- n- n- n n

= If", J X(x ,y ) fly ) g (x ,y 1'" ° 'Y1) fly 1)n n n n n n- n- _
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dx d" ~" . .. dy
n "'n-l CY'n-2 1

dx dy dy 00. dy
n n-l n-2 1

dYn_l dy 00 0 dy
l

] dy dx- n-2 n n

We next show that for

over n.

E(z, ) ~ E(z, 1).f\-,n 11., by induction

Clearly for n ~ 1, E (z, )
",n

Suppose for n ~ 1,
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I"

~ JJJ...J X(Xn+A-+l'Yn+l) gn+A+l (Xn+ A+l , Yn+ A' 0.0 ,Yl )

[JJ•..J j~+A (yn+A,Xn+ A, .. • ,Xl) dXn+ A dXn+ A_l .. 0 dxl ]

[fey ) .. 0 fey )]
n+A 1

~ JJo. oj X(Xn+A-+l'Yn+ l ) [J(ek(Xn+A+l'Yn+A) + e(l-e)k(XnH+l'YnH_l) +

+ e(l_e)n+A-l k(Xn+A+l,y
l

) + (l_e)n+A jl(Xn+A+l))f(Yl)dYl]

JJ...J X(Xn+A-+l'Yn+ l ) [(ek(Xn+A+l'Yn+ A) + e(l-e)k(Xn+ic+l'Yn+A_l)

n+A-2 n+A-l
.00+ eel-e) k(XnH+l'Y2 ) + (l-e) jl (Xn+A+l)]

JJ.o oj X(Xn+A,yn ) gn+A(Xn+A'Yn+A-l"" ,Yl )

f(y
n

+
A

_
l

) .0. f(y
l

) dx
n

+
A

dY
n

+
A

_
l

'" dy
l

, by some

simple changes of variables.
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= E(z, ), by the same steps which were used to reduce E(z, 1)
~,n ~,n+

= E(Zic,l)' by hypothesis.

It follows that for n::: 1, E(zic,n) E(Zic,l)' Now we compute E(Zic,l)

for ic> 1 to complete the proof.

= (1-8) E(zO 1) + 8 II X(x,y) k(x,y) fry) dx dy.,

For ic + 1 > 2 we have E(zic+l 1) =,
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So that for A + 1 ::: 2,
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Combining tbese results we bave

( E(Zl 1)

I '
<
I

( E(ZA 1),

(l-S) E(ZO 1) + S !fA k(x,y) fey) dx dy,
~ [1-EJ(1-i:J°] E(zO 1) + S(l-EJ)O !fA k(x,y) fry), dx dy

tbat is, E(ZA,l) - E(ZO,l) ~ (l-EJ)[E(ZA_l,l) - E(ZO,l)]

~ (l-EJ)A-l [E(Zl 1) - E(ZO 1)], ,

Tbis completes tbe proofo

Many of tbe assertions on pages 12-13 of Cbapter I are corollaries of

tbis tbeorem. Tbese corollaries are expressed more concisely wben we

write ffA k(x,y) fry) dx dy as fA b as in Cbapter 10

Corollary 1. zA,n and zA,l are identically distributed random

variables.

Proof: Since z is either zero or one we haveA,n

Prob(z, 1)
",n

l'Prob(z, ~ 1) + O·Prob(z, ~ 0) E(z, )
/\,)ll II..,D /\',D

Prob(z, ~ O} ~ l-Prob(z, ~ l} ~ 1 - E(z, 1)
/\',ll /\',ll /\"

Tbese relations completely determine tbe distribution of

00

z, .
",n

for A> 1

[l_S(l_S)A-l j E(ZO,l) + S(l-EJ)A-l fAb-E(zO,l)

S (l-S) A-l[fA
b - E(ZO,l)],
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so that
M

I
A.=l

Since M
(1-9) [fA h - E(ZO,l)] --.0 as M--. 00 we have

00

Corollary 30 I [E(zA,l) - E(ZO,l)] is absolutely convergent and if
A.=l

EM = I [E(zAl)-E(ZOl)] then !cl:::::(l_e)Mo
A>M ' " M

Proof: Since zA,n is either zero or one, 1zA,n - zA',n' I < L

Thus IE(Zl,l) - E(zO,l)l= IE(Zl,l-ZO,l)1

::::: E(I zl l-zO 11), ,
<1.

00

Thus, (l_e)M = (l-9)M I e(l_e)A-o
A.=l

= I e(l_e)A-l
A>M
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establishing the second part of the corollary and also the first for

when M = 1, .. E(z 11=
0,1

As in Chapter I we define

1
N

N

L
n=l

z A.,n for N ::: 1, A. > 0

Clearly the expectation of ZA.,N We will show that when

N is large, ZA.,N is generally an excellent approximation of

by showing that the variance of ZA. N rapidly tends to zero as,
increases without limit. We begin by approximating certain covariances,

Lemma 2, (i) if A. = 0, m> 2 then 1cov(zA. ;zA. + 11 ::;(l_el
m

-
l

,n ,n ill

( ii) if A.= 1, m> 2 then I cov(zA. ;zA. + JI< (l_e)m,n ,n ill ~

( iii) if A. 2: 2, m > A. then 1cov(zA. ;zA. )1 < (l-G)m,n ,n+m-

Proof: We will use the formula, covariance (X, Y) E (XY) - E(X)E (Y) ,

'['he proof begins with the calculation of E(zA. ' zA. + 1 in each of
"ll 0 ,n m

the 3 cases, By introducing the convention L x, = 0 we may
i=l 1

consider the cases (ii) and (iii) simultaneously, Case (il is essentially

different and will be considered separately,
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Cases (ii) and (iii). If A> 1 and rn> max (A,2), then

E(z ·z)
A,n+m A,n

dx "'dydx
n+rn+A 1 1

+ e (l-S) A-l k(x y)
n+m+A' n+m

rn
+ \' (l-S)i-l k( )

L xn+rn+A'Yn+rn+A-i
i=A+l

+ (l-S)rn Cn+A(Xn+rn+A'Yn+A_l,,,.,Xl)}

by repeated applications of A2.

J'* (y ... x 'J dx ... dx
n+rn+A-l n+rn+A-l' '1 n+rn+A 1

( ) A-l J J ( , ( " )' ( ')+ e l-e . •. X x X x ' k x
n+rn+A' Yn+rn " n+A'Yn ' 'n+rn+A'Yn+rn+ A- l

J'* (y , •.. ,x) dx .•• dx
n+rn+A-l n+rn+A-l 1 n+rn+A 1
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+ (l-8)m f ... f c (x y x )
n+A n+m+A' n+A-l'···' 1

e
A-l

L
i=l

(l-8)i-l A.
1

m
+ e L (l-8)i-l C

i
i=A+l

By simplifying each of the terms separately we will show that the above

sum is equal to E, E, + (l_A)m (D-E
O

1)' Hence the covariance is/\',m I\"~n ,

simply (l_e)m (D-Eo,l)' We will then show that 0 < D < 1 so that the

absolute value of the covariance cannot exceed (l_e)m.

j~+m+A-l(Yn+m+A-l'··· ,Xl) dXn+m+A ... dxl , for 1 < i < A-l

after integrating over all x y xn+m+A-l' n+m+A-l'···' n+m+A-i+l

and applying A3 to the result
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by Al

after integrating over all y
n+m+A.-l

x and applying A3,
n+m+l

after integrating over all x ,ooo,y ,n+m n+A,

f{ y + ) j + (x , . ° ° ,xl) dx + +' dy . 0 ° dXln ill n ill n+m n m I'v n+m

after integrating over all x 'l'o.o,x 1 and applyingn+m+",- n+m+

A3 to the result.

after integrating over all x ,ooo,y, and factoring the result.n+m n+A,

~ JJ X(t,s) k(t,s) f(s) dt ds E(z, )
",n
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after integrating over all variables except xn+m+Je'Yn+m"" ,xl

and applying A3 to the result,

JJJ . 0 oj X(x y) X(x Y ) k(x y li(y )f(y 'J
n+m+Je' n+m 'n+Je' n' n+m+Je' n+m+Je-i' n+m n+m+Je-i

after integrating over x x and by applying A3.n+m' 0 0 0' n+m+ Je-i+1

= JJJ J X(x y) X(x y'J i (x \ fry \.. . n+m+Je' n+m n+Je' n "1 n+m+Je" . n+m'

by Al

Collecting these results and abbreviating E(z )
. fl, P

by E
fl,P

we have

E(z, . . z, ) =
lI.,n+m /\',n

Je-l
8 I' (l-8)i-l E E

i=l 0,1 Je,n

+ 8(1_8)Je-l JJ X(t,s) k(t,s) f(s) dt ds

m

+ 8 L:
i=Je+ 1

+ (1_8)m D
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[ ( ) m . )1..-1]
= 1- 1-8 - 9(1-8 EO,lE""n +

9(1_9)",-1 JjX(t,s)k(t,s)f(s) dt ds E"',n

E ([1-9(1-8)"'-lJ E + 9(1-8)",-1 JJX(t,s)k(t,s)f(s) dt ds)"',n 0,1

The desired bound on the covariance is obtained when it is shown that

0< D < 1 since We obtain the desired inequality

after noting that the product of 2 characteristic functions is either

zero or one as follows.

<J··.Jx(x ,y)X(x y)c (x y ... x)- n+m+A n+m n+t.! n n+", n+m+A' n+",-l' , 1

= D

<J... Jl.c ,tXt "y 'l, .. ·,xl)j* 'l(Y 'l,···,Xl)dX , ... dxl- n+" n m+" n+,,- n+m+,,- n+m+,,- n+m+".

= 1

which completes the proof for cases (ii) and (iii).
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We now turn to t\]e remaining case (i) _

If A. = 0, m:::?, then

= f--,f X(xn+m'Yn+m)X(Xn'Yn)f(Yn+m) [ek(Xn+m'Yn+m_l) +

e(l-8) k(x + ,Y + 2) +... + e(l-8)m-l' k(x ,y +1).n m n m... _- - n+m n

dy ... dx
l

,
n+m

by A3 and repeated applicatidna~A2.

= fffJ··· /f···f X(Xn+m'Yn+m)X(Xn'Yn)f(Yn+m)CelC(Xn+m'Yn+m_l) +

e(l-8) k(x + ,Y + 2) ... + e(1-8)m-2k (x ,Y +1) +n m n m- - n+m n

dy + 2 ... dy dx ... dxln m~ n n

= ffff··· ff···f x(xn+m'Yn+m)X(Xn'Yn)f(Yn+m) (ek(Xn+m'Yn+m_l)

.. e(l-8)k(x ,Y + 2) ... + e(1I.fJ)m-2 k(x ,Y 1)n+m n rn- n+m n+

_., 'Xl) 1[fey 1)' .. f(y l)f(y)n+m- n+ n

j (x ,Y l""'X1 )] dy dx dy ldy 2···dy dx ..• dxln n n- - n+m n+m n+m- n+m- n n
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[J J ( ) ( ,-..( ) ()m-2 ( ). . . ek x + e 1-8),,- x +. ··e 1-8 k x(n+m'Yn+m- l n+m'Yn+m-2 n+m'Yn+l

( m-l (+ l-e c x x) n+l n+m'Yn ' n ... ,Xl)) fry 1)'" fry +1)'n+m- n

dy l·.·dy 1] f(Y) j (X,y l""'Xl ) dydx dy dx •.. dxln+m- n+ n n n n- . n+m n+m n n

= JJJ!' .. J X(xn+m'Yn+m)X(Xn'Yn)f(Yn+m) (ejl(xn+m) + e(l-8)jl(Xn+m)

+ e(1-8)m-2 jl(x ) + (l-8)m-l c +l(X + ,Y ,x ... ,x
l

)}
n+m n n m n n

fry )j (x ,Y l""'Xl ) dy dx dy dx ..• dxln n n n- n+m n+m n n

= JJJJ ... J X(Xn+m'Yn+m)X(Xn'Yn)f(Yn+m) ((l-(l-8)m-ljl (Xn+m)

+ (l-8)m-l c +l(X ,Y , ••. ,x
l
)) f(y)j (x,y l""'Xl )}n n+m n n n n n-

dy dx dy dx • .. dx
n+m n+m n n 1

j (x,y l""'Xl ) dy + dx + dy dx .•• dxln n n- n m n m n n

J"* (y ,x ,y,x, .•. ,xl)dy dx dy dx .•. dxln+l n+m n+m n n n+m n+m n n

= [l_(l-8)m-l] E(za ) E(za ) + (l-8)m-l JJJJ ... J-- dx
,n+m ,n 1

= E(Za +) E(za ) + (1-8)m-1 UJJJ"' J --dxl - E(za +) E(za )],urn ,n ,nm ,n

The term multiplied by (l-e)m-l is shown not to exceed one in absolute

value by the argument used to approximate the corr.esponding term

(n -E E ) in the preceeding case s.
A,n A,n+m

This completes the proof.
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We next show that the variance of' Z~,N is dominated by a lineaT

function of ~ times (liN) for each A.

1 2
Theorem 2: Var(Z~,N) < if (5 + 2~ + e)

1 N
Proof: Var(z~ N) =2 Var( 2: z~ )

, W- n;;:;l ,n

1 N 2
= ,2 2: Var z~,n -I: ,2

N' n=l N'

N-l N-n
2: 2: Cdvariance(z; ;~, )

1 1 ,,-,n '''-,n+mn= m= .

N-n ~

)\ + I' Icov( In·
n=max(~,2)+1 )

N 2 N-l N-n
< ;1 r Var z, + ;- 2: I' ICov(z, ;z, )1
- f\. n "",n "-,n+mn=l ' - n=l m=l

1 N, 2 N-l {maximum(~,2)
::: '2 I' 1 + '2 I' 2: jCov(

N n=l N n=l m=l

1 2 N-l {M2 N-n }
< if +; n~~ m~l 1 + m~l (l-8)m-l

1 2 2 N-l l_(l-e)N-n
::: if + '2 (N' (~+2)) + 2 I' e

N W- n=l

< !. + 2( ~+2) 2
N-l

(!.)+ - 2:-N
N

2 e
N n=l

1 2(M2) 2 (N-l) 1
= -+ + if NN N e

<!.+ 2( ~+2) 2 (!.)
N + --N N e

1 2
5)- (2~ + - +

N $

We now repeat some definitions already given in the first chapter.
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Next we show the SM almost certainly converges to the integral of the

weighted generalization function over A.

Theorem 3: SM ~ fA h with probability one.

Proof: For each random variable X with finite mean, we abbreviate

X - E(X) *by X. Then

*Prob[ISM NI > E) =, *Probf\ (:l-M) ZO,N +
M

I
kl

E
< M+l)

::: Var ( (M-l)
2* ) (M+l)

zO,N E

M * M+l 2
+ I Var (Zic N) (-) ,

kl ' E

by Chebyshev's inequality.

=
2 M

(M+l) \'
L Var Zic,N

E kl

Applying the approximation of var(Zic,N) obtained in the preceeding

theorem gives
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S~~narizing this result so that we may easily refer to it we have

(*) 1
* I 1 1 4 2Probe SM N > E} ::: N 2" (M+l) (5+8")

, E

In particular we have for p ~ 1

C<' 1* 1
By the ratio test I prObf!SM' > --} <~, for each po Thus by the

M=l 2 P

Borel-Cantelli lemma, for each p

Thus

00

::: I Prob(n:=l
p=l

= 0

But this subset of
00

R , nO'

n=l

contains
O'

(x E R : *SM(X) does not tend to OJ.
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*This is clear because if SM(x) does not tend to zero, then there is

some p such that for all n, however large, there is some M>n

*
p

such that ISM(x) I > r})
*Thus SM --> 0, with probability one.

Finally, since lim E(SM) = JA h < '"
M

have SM --> J
A

h, with probability one.

we

We begin the study of the integral of the weighted generalization

function over a collection of sets by repeating some definitions given

in Chapter I.

For each natural number i we let A(i) be a measuteable sub-

set of H2 . We define

(i) f' (Xn+A,Yn ) E A(i)
z =A,n

0, otherwise

Z(i) 1
N ( i)

= I zA,N N n=l
A,n

S(i) =
n

ZO,N + I (ZA N-ZO N)M,N A=l ' ,

sri) S(i)
M M,2 l Ml

Clearly for each i, sri) --> J h with probability one.
M A In fact

the convergence is uniform in a sense made explicit in the next theorem.
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Theorem 4: For each E > 0, 5 > ° there is an integer M such that

Proof:

Prob [U~=l ([ ~(i), I > E) J
M,2

l
M!

N *(.)::: I Frob [I S 1, I > E}

i=l M,2'lYl:

N
< I ..l- -,L (M+l) 4 (5+ e~)
- '-1 22 1M'l- E 0

by the inequality, (*) developed in the preceeding theorem

1
M:

thus,

00 'I (i) J )Prob[U, II SM - ",hi >E 1
1= ~}'

A

Since the right hand side converges to zero as M tends to infinity it

is possible to find M sufficiently large so that the right hand side
o

is less than 5. That is,

m>M
o
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This is equiva lent to m > M ~>
o <E)).:5 1 - 0

We now consider the assertions made in the section on estimating

the integral of the generalization function. First we repeat the

relevant definitions given in Chapter I.

For A such that 1
B(A) ~ ffA f\Y) dx dy < 00 we define

° otherwise

w
ie,n,

1

feY )
n

if feY ) ~ °n

1
N

Wie,N N L wie,N
n~l

M

TM,N ~ WO,N(A) + L [Wie N(A) - Wo N(A)]
kl ' ,

In nearly all cases, the proofs which were presented in the study

the random variables z can be adapted in a mechanical fashion to
ie,n

give proofs of assertions about the w, .
",n

For example, we show that

for fixed ie, the random variables w are identically distributed.
ie,n

Theorem 5: For ie? 0, n ? 1, wie,n and are identically distri-

buted. Furthermore, the mean of wie 1 is finite and,

ie ie
~ [1-8(1-8) ] E(WO,l) + e(l-e) ffA k(x,y) dx dy.
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Proof: For each real a, define

(

I 1,

,It(x,y) ~ ~

la'
Then

(x,y) E A and· fty)::: a

otherwise

prob(w02 < a},

~ prob(wO,l ::: aJ

by the first chain of equations given in the proof of theorem 1 which

is modified by writing prob(W O,2::: a} for E(ZO,2)' *(Y2'x2 )

X(Y2'x2 ) and probrwO,l::: a} for E(ZO,l)'

for

Similarly, for n > 2, the substitutions ProblwO ::: a},n
for

E(z ), *(x ,y )
o,n n n

for X(x ,y )
n n

and Prob(wO 1 ::: aJ,
permits us to adapt the second chain of equations to give

prob(wo,n ::: a} ~ prob(wO,l ::: a}.

By the same trick we show that for

Prob(wle 1 ::: a}.,

Ie> 0, Prob(w, ::: a} ~
"',n

Now we compute the expectations. By AO, f is bounded and for

some real T, y ~ [-T,T] implies f(y) ~ 0. Furthermore, k is

bounded. It follows that jl is bounded since jl(x) ~ !k(x,y)f(y) dy

~ 1T k(x,y)f(y) dy ::: 1T k.f dy ~ k·f·2T < 00 where
-T -T

k ~ sup(k(x,y)1 (x,y) E R2 }, f ~ supff(y)1 y E R}. We use facts to

compute E(WO,l) and to show that it is finite.



Next we show E(wA 1) is finite for A > 1. To do so, we note,
that is bounded. In fact, since for each n, g an average of

n

numbers in the range of k and jl which are both bounded, we have

for n 2:. 1, Sup g < Sup k + Sup jl
n -

To keep the notation simple, we define

£ = Sup k + Sup jl + Sup f

Then, for A = 1

i B(A)
2 X(x2 ,Yl )

d(x
2

y
1

).,> = £ J f(y
1

)

2:.£1
X(x2 ,y

l
)

[J jt(yl ,x1 ) dx1 ] d(x2 ,yl )
f(Yl )

because the inner integral is equal to f(y
l

) ::: £.

X(x2 ,y
l

)
2:. J --f(y

1
) [J g2(x2'Yl)j~(Y1,xl) dxl ] d(x2 ,yl )

x(x2'Y~
= J f(y

l
) j2(x2 ,y1 ,xl ) d(x2 ,yl ,xl )
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Similarly, for A ~ 2,

00 ~ i E(A)

> £ J

X(XA+l,yl )
d(xA+l'Yl )

f(y
l

)

X(XA+l'Yl ) *
---rr~ [JjA(YA'XA", .X2,Yl ,xl ) d(yA,XA···x2 ,xl )]

d(XA+l'Yl )

~J
X(X,,+l'Yl )

f(y
l

)

Since E(WA 1) is finite for A ~ 1, the formal operations used,
to compute E(ZA,l) in the proof of theorem 1 are valid after

X(XA+l'Yl )

f(Yl ) is written in the place of X(XA+l,yl ). When this is

done, it is seen that E(w, ) ~ [1_8(1-e)A-l]E(Z 1) + 8(1-B)A-1JJAk (x,y) dx dy.
~,n 0,

The computation will not be repeated.

Corollary:

Next we show that second moments of distribution for each w,
"',n

are finite.
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Lemma 3: There is a real: constant V such that for all A~ 0,

2
E(wA 1) < Vo,

Proof: Since k and jl are both bounded, we may take £ greater

than both Sup k and Sup jlo It follows that for each A, £ will be

greater than Sup gAo

Then £ B(A) = £ f X(x,y) d(x,y) > f X(x,y) jl(x) d(x,y)
fly) - fly)

2
=

f X (x,y) j~(X,y) d(x,y)
f2(y)

2
= E(WO,l)

For A = 1, £ B(A) = £ f X(x,y)
fly)

d(x,y)

for A> 1, £ B(A)

£ f X(x,y) [fjl(X
i
·) dX

l
] d(x,y)

f(y)

£ f X(x,y) fly) jl(x
l

) d(x,y,x
l

)
i(y)

> f X(x,y) g2(x,y) fly) jl(x
l

) d(X,y,x
l

)
- i(y)

£ f X(x,y) d(x,y)
fly)

because the inner integral is just fey)
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~

f x(x,y)

f2(y)

2
~ E(w le 1),

Hence completing the proof.

Corollary: Sup [Var ('TIe,n) : Ie :::. 0, n :::. l} < 00 ,

Proof: Since 2
E (w, )

"',n
and E(w, )

"',n
are finite, so is

Var(w, )
"',n

and

Lemma 4: 2Let V ~ Sup E(W Ie 1)' then
Ie '

(i) if m :::. 2, then I COv(wo,n;wo,n+m)! < (l_e)m-l V

( ii) If m :::. 2, then I'cov(wl ;wl )1 s: (l-8)m V
,n ,n+m

( iii) if m> Ie :::. 2, then 1 Cov(w, ;w, +)1 < (l_e)m V
lI..,n lI..,n ill

Proof: The proof depends heavily upon arguments already presented in

detail in the proof of lemma 2. Lemma 3 shows that the iterating and

interchanging orders of integration of the integrals defining the

E(w.w ) is valid even though the w's need not be bounded since
A,n A,n+m

2 2 2O<E(w, ·w, ) <E(w, )E(w, )<00- lI..,n lI..,n+m - II..,D lI..,n+m
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Following lemma 2, we consider (ii) and (iii) first and write

E (Wow ) =A, n A, n+m, ,

A,-l .
'\' (l_e)l-l k(x )
L n+m+A,'Yn+m+A,-i

i=l

m

+ e L (l_e)i-l k(Xn+m+VYn+m+A,_i)
i=A,+1

+ (l-e) m cn+A,(xn+m+A"Yn+m+A,-l' ° ° ° ,Xl)}

A,-l
= e LA.+ e(l_e)A,-~ +

i=l l

Exploiting the similarity between these terms A.,B,C. and the
l l

corresponding terms in lemma 2 in a manner now familiar we obtain

A. = E(w 1) E(w, )
1 0, I\.,n

B = JJ X(t,s)k(t,s) dt ds E(w, ),,-,n
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Therefore E(w, 'w,) =
lI..,n+m A.,n

by theorem 5.

Thus 2
Cov(w, ;w, + ) = E(w, + ·w, )-E (w, 1)/I"n lI.,n m /lv,n ill lI..,n J:v,

The proof for these cases is completed by approximating the term D.

Since [X(x,y)/f(y)] need not be a bounded function on A the technique

used in lemma 2 will not work. Alternatively, we use the Cauchy-Schwartz

inequality in the form

for suitable functions a,b,p.
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~[X(Xn+)'!Yn)J
x ~ f(Y

n
) Cn+A.(Xn+mt),!Yn+A._l'··· ,Xl)

'j~+mtA.-l(Yn+mtA.-l'··· ,xl) d(Xn+m+A._l'··· , X
11

2 2
E(Wo,n+A.) E(WA.,n)

where the first integral is evaluated by successively integrating with

respect to each of Yn+m+A._l,xn+m+A._l'···'xn+A. excluding Yn+m to

obtain

The second integral is evaluated by successively integrating with respect

2E(w, ).
",n

Summarizing, we have

Vsup E(W~ 1) Vsup E(W~ )
A. ' A. ,n

= v
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Since

have also

°< Var (w ) = E(w~ ) _ E2 (w )
- ~,p .. ,P ~,p

for ~ ::. 0, p ::. 1, we

that is 0::: E(WO,l) E(W>..,n) ::: V. Combining this inequality with (*),

we have

°< ICov(w, i W, + )1 =- /\',n I\"n m

(l-8)m ID-E(WO,l)E(W>..,n)1

< (l-8)m V

which completes the proof for cases (ii) and (iii).

We now consider case (i). If m::. 2, then

E(w .w)
On+m On, ,

dYn+m ..• dxl

by a chain

X(Xn,yn)

f(y )
n

in lemma 2.

of equations which is

for

X(Xn+m,yn+m)
obtained by writing f( )'

Yn+m

in calculation E(zO + .zO ),n ill ,n
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It foUdws that I Cov(w
O

+ ;w
O

)1= (1-8)m-
11J"'f(--) dy + ••• dxl,n m ,n n m

-E(W
O

)E(wo)I, Since we have already shown that °< E(w
O

+) X,n+m ,n - ,n m

E(wo,n) ~ Y in the proof for cases (ii) and (iii), the proof will be

complete when we show that the integral, call it D, satisfies °< D < V,

Since D is clearly nonnegative the proof will be completed by showing

that D
2 ~ y2 as follows,

d(y ,x ,y, .• x
l
}

n+m n+m n JJ'* (y x Y x, ... ,xl )
n+In+m' n+m' n' n

J'* (y x ,Y ,x"" ,xl)

~
:+1 t}+m' n+m n n

~
X(Xn'Yn)]

X f(y )
n

j~+l(Yn+m,xn+m'Yn,xn"",xl)

d(Yn+m,xn+m'Yn ". x~
2

where the second integral is simplified by integrating with respect

to first y + and then x ,. nm n+m
2 2

Since E(wo,n+l) E(Wo,n) is no greater than
.2 2 2
V-- = [Sup E(W,- )] ,

'- ,n

we have °< D < V and the proof is complete,
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Theorem 6: V 2
Var (TIe,N) < N in + e + 5),

2where V ~ sup E(W Ie 1) 0

Ie '

Proof: Define u, ~ w,~lv .A.,n f\"ll
Then the random variables u will

be non-negative, will have variances no larger than one and will

satisfy all the conditions on covariances given in lemma 2, The

argument given in theorem 2 uses only these facts, so we may repeat the

argument to obtain,

The proof is completed with the observation that

1 N
VariN I:

n~l

u, }
",n

Theorem 7:

where E ~

M

TM,N ~ JJA k(x,y) dx dy - EM'

(l_e)M [E(wl,l) - E(WO,l)]
e

in probability, as N --700,

M

Proof: E(TM,N) ~ E(WO,N) + I: [E(WIe N)
~l 'M

E(WO N)+ I: [E(WIe 1) - E(WO 1)] because
, ~l' ,

variables, each having mean w
le

l',

W
le

N is the average of random,

Thus
M Ie 1I: (1-8) - [JJAk(X,y) dx dy
~1

- E(WO,l)]' by theorem 5

~ J k
A
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Again, by theorem 5, the term in brackets is

Thus, for all N ~ 1, E(TM,N)

By theorem 6, Var(wA"N) tends to zero for A, = 0,1, ... ,M. There

fore, by M + 1 applications of Chebyshev's ine~uality, TM N converges,
in probability.

We conclude this appendix by stating one additional theorem. It

will not be necessary to offer a proof since the results we have already

established permit us to appropriate each argument in the precisely

analogous theorem 3.

Theorem 8: TM,Ml --? ffAk(x,y) dx dy with probability one.
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